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Amorphous Li-garnet structures
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existing glassy electrolytes
‘‘Medium-entropy’’ amorphous Li garnets, with R4 local bonding units (LBUs),

exhibit potential as solid-state electrolytes in hybrid or all-solid-state batteries

owing to their grain-boundary-free nature and low-temperature synthesis

requirement. Investigation of the local structure reveals edge- and face-sharing

LBUs, deviating from the classic Zachariasen rules. In these structures, Li and Zr act

as the network formers and La as network modifier, with enhanced Li dynamics

observed for smaller Li–O and Zr–O coordination.
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PROGRESS AND POTENTIAL

Amorphous Li oxides are

promising solid-state electrolytes

for use in hybrid or all-solid-state

oxide- and sulfide-based batteries

as separators or protective layers.

These amorphous Li-ion

conductors possess an intrinsic

grain-boundary-free nature and

require significantly lower

temperatures for synthesis as

compared to their crystalline

counterparts. Different from

lower-entropy amorphous

conductors such as LiPON and

Ohara glass, highly disordered

amorphous conductors, such as

amorphous Li garnets, exhibit an
SUMMARY

‘‘Medium-entropy’’ highly disordered amorphous Li garnets, with R4
unique local bonding units (LBUs), hold promise for use as solid-state
electrolytes in hybrid or all-solid-state batteries owing to their grain-
boundary-free nature and low-temperature synthesis requirement.
Through this work, we resolved the local structure of amorphous Li
garnet and understood their implication for Li dynamics. These me-
dium-entropy amorphous structures possess unique characteristics
with edge- and face-sharing LBUs, not conforming to the classic Zachar-
iasen glass formation rules, and can be synthesized in a wide but pro-
cessing-friendly temperature range (<680�C). Within these amorphous
structures, Li and Zr are identified as the network formers and La as
network modifier, with maxima in Li dynamics observed for smaller
Li–O and Zr–O coordination; this structure understanding serves as a
baseline for identifying additional network formers to furthermodulate
Li transport. Our insight provides fundamental guidelines for the struc-
ture and phase design for amorphous Li garnets and paves the way for
their integration in next-generation batteries.
unusually high number of local

bonding units (LBUs) and offer a

much wider opportunity to tune

the structure and transport

properties. These medium-

entropy phases do not follow the

classic Zachariasen glass rules and

require a proper fundamental

description. Here, a multi-faceted

investigation has been carried out

to resolve the structure of these

medium-entropy amorphous Li-

garnet phases, identify major

roles of the LBUs, and understand

their implications on Li dynamics.

We contextualize and classify

these medium-entropy

amorphous conductors toward

existing glassy electrolytes.

Technologically, we see the

promise of our contribution in

resolving the medium-entropy
INTRODUCTION

With the increasing demand for electric vehicles and portable electronic devices, break-

throughs to further improve the energy density and cycle life of battery technologies are

necessary.1–4 Extensive research efforts have focused on reviving lithium (Li) metal as the

ultimate anode for ‘‘beyond Li-ionbatteries’’ owing to theoutstanding specific capacity of

Li metal (3,860 mAh g�1) and the low electrochemical potential (�3.04 V vs. standard

hydrogen electrode).5 Replacing the conventional graphite anode with Li should in prin-

cipleprovidea feasiblepath for increasing the specific energydensity by 35–350Whkg�1

at the pack level.3,6 However, gas and heat evolution during Li-dendrite growth and the

electrochemical instability between Li metal and conventional liquid electrolytes remain

major concerns.7 Solid-state electrolytes, such as Li-garnet-type Li7La3Zr2O12�d

(LLZO)8–14 and Li phosphorous oxynitride glass LixPOyNz (LiPON),15,16 have been re-

garded as the key contenders for use in Li-metal batteries with increased resistance to-

ward dendrite growth while providing high Li-ion conductivities.2 The majority of these

solid-state electrolytes, such as LLZO ceramics, exhibit their highest Li conductivity in cu-

bic polycrystalline phase with a large grain-boundary volume, which, in turn, is more sus-

ceptible toLi-dendritegrowthandbattery failure. Electronmicroscopy17–19andopto-me-

chanicalmicroscopy20 studies have revealed that Li preferentially deposits along thegrain

boundary for LLZO.Thisbehavior inpart stems fromthevariationof the transferencenum-

ber, which can increase the electronic conductivity at different localities of the grain

boundary and thus promote Li-dendrite propagation.18 A recent study also suggests
Matter 7, 1–23, February 7, 2024 ª 2023 Elsevier Inc. 1



amorphous structure of Li garnets

to guide materials and battery

designs with further enhanced

safety and lifetime.
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that cubic polymorphism (i.e., 220 vs. 230 space group cubic phase) could be related to

dendrite nucleation and propagation in polycrystalline cubic LLZOdue to local stress for-

mation around 230 space group grains.21,22Whilemany other theories exist implying the

vulnerability of grain boundaries, the exact cause of Li-dendrite formation and propaga-

tion, remains to be clarified. Remarkably, amorphous Li-ion conductors such as LiPON

thus far represent an exception, being inherently grain-boundary-free and offering the

best cycling stability, i.e., maintained for more than 10,000 cycles and at <10%degrada-

tionwithaLi-metal anode.23 IthasbeenarguedthatLiPONformsa thinelectronically insu-

latingbut stable interphase layer composedof Li3PO4, Li3N, Li3P, and Li2O towardpure Li

at lower voltages, contributing positively to the high cycle life.24–26 In addition to LiPON,

there are many additional alternative amorphous Li-conducting materials, such as amor-

phous Li garnets (Figures 1B and 1C), andopportunities for newphase definition and syn-

thesis aremanifold. Thesematerialspossess several attractive characteristics, suchas their

relatively low manufacturing temperature (ranging from room temperature to 600�C),
which facilitates co-synthesis with Co-substituted or even Co-free cathodes (e.g.,

LiNiMnCoO2, LiNiCoAlO2, and LiFePO4) that are often unstable at standard electrolyte

sintering temperatures. Alternatively, they can be applied as protective coatings (elec-

trode-electrolyte interfacial layers) toward Li anodes and other Li-free anode concepts,

bridging the electrochemical stability voltage gap with liquid electrolytes or catholytes

and preventing uneven interfacial reactions, which may later lead to uneven Li strip-

ping/plating (Figure 1A). An earlier study reported that by applying a 10-nm amorphous

Li-garnet protective coating on both sides of a cubic Li-garnet pellet, a 4-fold increase in

critical current density (CCD) from0.32 to1.3mAcm�2 can beachieved.27 Inprinciple, an

oxide-based protective coating can also be extended to sulfide-based solid-state batte-

ries to bridge the large electrochemical stability voltagegapbetween sulfide-basedelec-

trolytes (that generally have electrochemical stability windows <1 V)28 and a Li anode.

Their ultimate usage either as effective Li-electrolyte separators or thin protective layers

remains to be explored, providing new pathways for battery designs.

In this work, we explore the fascinating nature of highly disordered amorphous Li-

garnet battery conductors, which has an unusually high number of local bonding

units (LBUs), generally beyond four, that affect Li transfer. Although they have

been successfully implemented in solid-state batteries, the nature of the amor-

phous Li-garnet structures remains unresolved and requires a proper fundamental

description. These medium-entropy amorphous Li garnets can exist in various

phases and differ substantially from lower-entropy amorphous conductors such

as Ohara glass, as the amorphous Li garnets discussed here are technically not

even ‘‘glasses’’ based on the Zachariasen glass theory, and the high number of

LBUs (R4) offer a much wider opportunity to tune the structure and transport

properties. In this study, the synthesis and local amorphous structure vs. Li migra-

tion interaction are studied, and the critical role of LBUs in determining network

characteristics is explained for amorphous Li garnets. In addition, we aim to

contextualize and classify these highly disordered amorphous Li-garnet conductors

for the first time compared with existing non-Zachariasen amorphous electrolytes

in the battery field. Technologically, these fundamental efforts provide blueprints

for how to further modify these materials with dopants and synthesis routes for

phase tailoring in follow-up studies.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Bringing some order into disordered amorphous Li solid-battery electrolytes

We introduce in Figure 1B the varied range of existing non-Zachariasen amorphous

Li-ion conducting oxides as well as the concepts of LBUs and network formers vs.
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Figure 1. Discovery and development of amorphous Li+ solid electrolytes

(A) Functions of amorphous Li-ion conductors in solid-state or hybrid battery designs.

(B) Newly developed classification of amorphous local structure for Li+(O2�)-ion conductors based on the number of local bonding units (LBUs) ranging

from 2 to 4. Each LBU in an amorphous structure is identified as either a network modifier or a network former, based on its structural role. Among the

amorphous conductors, LiPON is (in most compositions) a non-Zachariasen invert glass with P(O,N)4 as a network former and interstitial Li+ as a network

modifier. Note that a special case of LiPON with �1:1 ratio of Li+ to P(O,N)4 can be considered as a Zachariasen glass. Quasi-amorphous O2�-
conducting perovskites (SrTiO3, BaTiO3, or BaZrO3), amorphous Li+-conducting perovskite LLTO, and amorphous garnet LLZO are also classified as

non-Zachariasen glasses but with more complicated CRNs. In quasi-amorphous O2�-conducting perovskites (SrTiO3, BaTiO3, or BaZrO3), TiO6 and ZrO6

are identified as network formers, and SrO12 and BaO12 are identified as network modifiers.29–32 In amorphous Li+-conducting perovskite LLTO, TiO6 is

identified as a network former, and LaO12 and LiO12 are identified as network modifiers. In amorphous Li+-conducting garnet LLZO, we identified in this

study that LiO4, LiO6, and ZrO6 are network formers and that LaO8 is a network modifier, based on the atomic radius of the La cation and the probed LBU

connection.

(C) Discovery and battery-application timeline of crystalline and amorphous LiPON,16,23,33,34,35 O2�-conducting perovskites (SrTiO3, BaTiO3, or

BaZrO3),
29–32 Li+-conducting perovskite LLTO,36–38,39 and Li+-conducting garnet LLZO solid-electrolyte conductors.13,27,40,41.

(D) Summary of structure properties, conduction mechanism, and battery applications of amorphous LiPON, quasi-amorphous O2�-conducting
perovskites (SrTiO3, BaTiO3, or BaZrO3), amorphous Li+-conducting perovskite LLTO, and amorphous Li+-conducting garnet LLZO.
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network modifiers. These electrolytes constitute two or more cation polyhedra LBUs

in the continuous random networks (CRNs). Depending on the arrangement and

structural roles in CRNs, LBUs can be distinguished as a ‘‘network former’’ or

‘‘network modifier’’42: (1) network formers facilitate the formation of a CRN by form-

ing covalent bonds via bridging oxygen or other available atoms (e.g., nitrogen in

LiPON); (2) network modifiers alter the CRN through the formation of ionic bonds

with non-bridging oxygen atoms. The form in which the LBUs link, their distances,

and their connection affect the ionic transport. As a second parameter, it is relevant

to define whether an amorphous Li-ion conductor can be classified as a Zachariasen

glass. Any solid amorphous oxide constituting a majority of network-former LBUs

with network-former coordination of 3 or 4 and solely corner sharing (forming cova-

lent bonds) via bridging oxygens can be viewed as a Zachariasen glass. To provide

some material examples, Li-sulfide solid electrolytes, e.g., ð100 � xÞLi2S � xP2S5,

are true Zachariasen glasses with PS4 tetrahedra being the corner-sharing network

former and Li+ being the network modifier.43,44

In addition to Zachariasen glasses, there are many non-Zachariasen amorphous

structures that provide far more complicated CRNs with higher structural entropy,

such as metallic glasses,45,46 disordered ceramics,47 and invert ion-conducting

glasses.48 Specifically, invert glasses attract attention in the battery field as they

can offer high Li+ conductivity thanks to their network-modifier-dominated struc-

tures and ionic-bonding characteristics.48 For instance, the majority of LiPON can

be categorized as a non-Zachariasen invert glass because it contains less network

former P(N,O)4 than the network modifier Li+ in the CRN, not conforming to the

classic Zachariasen glass formation rules any longer.48 Its glass structure and phys-

ical properties are largely determined by the network modifier cations, Li+, and

the predominant ionic bonds.

To lay the groundwork, we classify the various known non-Zachariasen amorphous

Li+-(O2�)-conducting oxides according to the number of LBUs in Figure 1B. We

briefly summarize the implications of the number of LBUs on the structure coordina-

tion and transport properties and herewith propose this general classification to the

field for further discussion of the definition.

Low number of LBUs for solid-state conductors (LBUs = 2) forming either a

non-Zachariasen invert glass or a classic Zachariasen glass

LiPON consists of two types of LBU, i.e., P(N,O)4 tetrahedra as a network former and

Li+ as a network modifier, and can be classified as either a non-Zachariasen invert

glass or a classic Zachariasen glass depending on the network former-to-modifier ra-

tios. In most cases, LiPON consists of more network modifier Li+ than network former

P(N,O)4 and can be considered as a non-Zachariasen invert glass. The network

former P(N,O)4 is surrounded by a lithia matrix with non-bridging O or N or held

together by corner-sharing N or O atoms (Figure 1B).33 The ionic interactions be-

tween Li+ and oxoanions become essential in determining the CRNs and glass prop-

erties.48 For P(N,O)4 with corner-shared N, bridging N (double bond) and apical N

(single bond) prevail in the CRN when chemically satisfying x < 1 for

Li3POð4� xÞNð2x=3Þ:
33 The presence of N bridges destabilizes the Li-Li interaction

because of its covalent bonds with P, thus enhancing the Li-ion mobility,34 and is

the essence of modulating conductivities to nearly 10�5 S cm�1 under ambient con-

ditions in the given CRN.49 In the special case of LiPON, the network former-to-mod-

ifier ratio is�1:1; by definition, this less visited LiPON structure can be classified as a

true Zachariasen glass.50,51 Techno-historically speaking, it is evident that over the

last two decades the invert glass LiPON has been the best investigated amorphous
4 Matter 7, 1–23, February 7, 2024
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Li-ion conductor and has been integrated as a solid-state electrolyte in batteries,

demonstrating the best long-term performance and compatibility with Li-metal

anode thus far (Figure 1C).23

Low-to-moderate number of LBUs for solid-state conductors (LBUs = 2 or 3)

forming no true glasses

Amorphous perovskites typically consist of 2–3 different types of LBUs, which can be

either network formers or network modifiers (Figure 1B). Some of the best-studied

examples (LBU = 2) include amorphous BaTiO3, SrTiO3, and BaZrO3 perov-

skites.29–32,52 In these structures, Ti or Zr octahedra have been identified as network

formers connecting via shared corners, edges, and faces. In contrast, alkaline-earth-

metal Ba or Sr cations have been observed to retard the transition from random

bonding to corner-sharing polyhedral arrangements by stabilizing non-bridging ox-

ygen for amorphous perovskites, serving as network modifiers. It is in fact the radii

sizes within the amorphous network of the octahedral LBUs that determine whether

they serve as a network modifier or network former. We wish to also highlight that

these examples are by definition not Zachariasen glasses, as they have significantly

higher-coordination (>4) octahedral LBUs. An intriguing aspect in these amorphous

perovskite examples is that the LBUs (i.e., octahedra) arrange into a high variety of

amorphous phases and condensation states through LBU connections, disruption,

and reorganization, which affect macroscopic properties such as ionic transport

and mechanics.31 Consequently, the latter characteristics of the amorphous perov-

skite structures differ completely from those of Zachariasen glasses such as silica

or non-Zachariasen invert glass such as LiPON in terms of their ability for LBU rear-

rangement into quasi-stable face- and edge-sharing CRNs.

We consider the amorphous Li3xLa2/3�xTiO3�d (LLTO) battery electrolyte to be clas-

sified as similar based on LBUs > 2 (Figure 1B). Based on the structure information of

previously studied amorphous BaTiO3, SrTiO3, and BaZrO3 perovskites,29–32 we

classify the LBUs of LLTO as [TiO6] being the network former and [LiO12] and

[LaO12] being most likely the network modifiers. Despite successful application in

film synthesis,36–38 its local structure and LBU connectivity have not yet been

resolved, nor has the material been optimized toward Li-ion transport. This outcome

is surprising, given its successful operations in battery with 4.8V LiNi0.5Mn1.5O4 cath-

ode36 and technical success in excluding the highly resistive grain boundaries in the

amorphous form, which greatly improved the power density and the CCD of LLTO-

based batteries (Figure 1C).53,54

‘‘Medium entropy’’ and high number of LBUs for solid-state conductors (LBUs

R 4) forming no true glasses

The local structure of amorphous Li-garnet phases remains unexplored and repre-

sents a case with the highest number of LBU arrangements known for an amorphous

Li-ion conductor (Figure 1B). Applying the outlined nomenclature, we turn first to the

crystalline LLZO polyhedra, which were identified earlier as containing four LBUs of

[LaO8] dodecahedra, [ZrO6] and [LiO6] octahedra, and [LiO4] tetrahedra.
15,40 The

amorphous garnet structures are believed to have a higher degree of complexity

than the earlier outlined 2-LBU invert glasses (e.g., LiPON) or the 2- to 3-LBU exam-

ples of amorphous perovskites (e.g., LLTO) because the structural entropy is

increased owing to the higher polyhedra variety. Only recently, in 2018, various

amorphous Li-garnet phases were successfully synthesized40; however, their local

ordering as well as the structural roles and connectivity of the four LBUs in deter-

mining the Li-ion conductivity remain unexplored. Specifically, it is unclear which

LBUs act as network formers vs. network modifiers for amorphous Li-garnet phases.
Matter 7, 1–23, February 7, 2024 5
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Furthermore, unlike in the crystalline garnet phase, where Li mobility is driven by

structural defects and vacancies, the Li-transport mechanism in this amorphous

CRN remains unknown. Even though the structure is unresolved, it holds technolog-

ical relevance for the battery field. Recently, a 10-nm-thick coating layer of amor-

phous Li garnet on a Li-garnet pellet electrolyte was demonstrated, successfully pre-

venting Li-dendrite formation at remarkable current densities of up to 3.2 mA cm�2

(Figure 1C).27 As a comparison point, the CCD reached for polycrystalline cubic Li

garnet is usually approximately 0.6–1 mA cm�2.55–57 These findings suggest, even

though the exact structure of the amorphous LLZO remains unresolved, that a

grain-boundary-free protective layer could help to significantly enhance the CCD

of batteries.

In essence, we collect evidence and descriptive factors for the structural nature of the

medium-entropy amorphous Li-ion conductors, i.e., amorphous Li garnets, with an

unusually high number of LBUs to alter Li motion. We define synthesis for various

amorphous Li-garnet phases as a model material class, representing the highest

number of known LBUs, namely four LBUs, in an amorphous Li-ion conductor. Unlike

‘‘low-entropy’’ amorphous Li-ion conductors, such as LiPON, amorphous Li garnets

have a much wider temperature range to stabilize and tailor LBU arrangements and

therefore control the Li motion. In addition, by gaining knowledge in this work

through a wide combination of techniques, such as Raman spectroscopy, high-res-

olution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM), X-ray absorption spectroscopy

(XAS), and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, we deconvolute for the

first time the types of LBU bonding and the definition of network formers and mod-

ifiers for these medium-entropy amorphous Li-ion conductors. Eventually, this work

guides efforts toward more efficient and better-performing grain-boundary-free

electrolytes or protective coatings for oxide- and sulfide-based full or hybrid solid-

state batteries.
Structure and stability of the ‘‘medium-entropy’’ amorphous Li-garnet phases

Figures 2A and 2B present top-view and cross-sectional scanning electron micro-

scopy (SEM) images of Li6.25Al0.25La3Zr2O12 (LLZO, or Li-garnet) films processed us-

ing the new method of sequential decomposition synthesis (SDS)58 at a deposition

temperature of 300�C and are exemplified after post-annealing at 750�C for

15 min. The film presents an even coverage of the substrate with a relatively dense

microstructure. The film thickness was measured to be 2.0 G 0.3 mm. Raman spec-

troscopy was used to track the phase and lattice-vibrational evolution of the struc-

ture (Figure 2C). Specifically, in situ heating Raman measurement was selected to

attain a better understanding of the phase and local structural transition at different

temperatures. The broad Raman signal for the as-deposited film indicates the amor-

phous nature of the film, with the minor peak at 91 cm�1 (T2g mode) attributable to

O–La–O vibration. Upon heating to 750�C, more distinct peaks appeared, indicating

phase transformation toward cubic-phase Li garnet. The peak centered at 240 cm�1

was assigned to the oxygen-bending band of T2g/A1g,
59 and the uprising peaks

centered at 368 and 468 cm�1 were assigned to the O–Li–O vibration bands (T2g
and Eg/T2g) in LiO6 octahedra.60 In addition, the two intense peaks at 94 and

113 cm�1 are identified as T2g and Eg mode of O–La–O vibration, and we also

observe theO–Zr–O stretching band (A1gmode) centered at 651 cm�1.59,60 To avoid

thermal-induced noise and confirm the crystallization of Li garnet with better spec-

tral resolution, we also recorded ex situ Raman spectra for the as-deposited film and

the film after 750�C annealing (see detailed data and analysis in Figure S1). We

confirm through the appearance of the Raman vibrational bands in both the in situ
6 Matter 7, 1–23, February 7, 2024



Figure 2. Structure and stability of amorphous Li-garnet films

(A) SEM surface image of SDS Li-garnet film annealed at 750�C.
(B) SEM cross-sectional image of SDS Li-garnet film annealed at 750�C.
(C) In situ heating Raman spectra for an SDS Li-garnet film measured from room temperature to

850�C at a heating rate of 5�C/min controlled by a Linkam stage under a constant flow of O2.

Reference spectra of cubic and tetragonal-phase LLZO and delithiated La2Zr2O7 are also

presented. The spectra indicate that the local structure of the film evolves with increasing

temperature and that a fully crystalline film can be obtained at 750�C annealing. Further increasing

the annealing temperature to 850�C will lead to significant delithiation with the formation of

La2Zr2O7. The film was prepared with 75% over-lithiation.

(D) Non-isothermal DSC of Li-garnet films prepared by SDS from 150�C to 800�C. The two peaks

shaded in red correspond to amorphous local structure rearrangement and Li-garnet

crystallization.

(E) In situ heating HR-TEM images of a Li-garnet film at 500�C, 600�C, 650�C, and 750�C.
(F) Schematics of phase evolution at 500�C, 600�C, 650�C, and 750�C. At 500�C, the film is

composed of a lithiated amorphous Li-garnet phase with the nucleation of La2Zr2O7 (grain size of 3–

5 nm). At 600�C, nucleation and growth of La2Zr2O7 continues with an average grain size of 4–8 nm.

The majority of the film still remains amorphous Li garnet. At 650�C, while the nucleation and

growth of La2Zr2O7 continues, tetragonal Li-garnet nanocrystals are formed with lithiation of

La2Zr2O7. The migration of Li from the amorphous Li-garnet phase to tetragonal Li-garnet

nanocrystals results in a low Li concentration in the remaining amorphous phase. At 750�C, the film

is fully crystallized into cubic-phase Li garnet.
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and ex situ spectra the formation of cubic-phase Li garnet at 750�C, and the amor-

phous nature of the as-deposited film.

Between the deposition temperature of 300�C and the crystallization temperature of

750�C, we observed ongoing phase evolution involving several amorphous states

(i.e., polyamorphism). Upon heating from 300�C to 400�C, a more significant peak

appears at 91 cm�1 for O–La–O T2g vibration, and a few minor peaks are observed
Matter 7, 1–23, February 7, 2024 7
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between 100 and 250 cm�1, which may be attributed to the T2g/A1g band character-

istics for the oxygen bending (210 cm�1).59 Between 500�C and 600�C, an additional

broad peak centered at 143 cm�1 is observed with a higher spectra noise level, which

we identified as the merged peak of the emerging T2g/A1g band characteristic for

the oxygen bending; the noise in the spectra may indicate an ongoing local structure

evolution (i.e., rearrangement of LBUs). At 650�C, two new peaks at 389 and

656 cm�1 emerge, which can be correlated to the T2g mode of O–Li–O vibration

in LiO6 octahedra60 and the A1g mode of O–Zr–O stretching,59,60 respectively. We

also observed that the spectral noise level is higher for peaks between 150 and

550 cm�1 (oxygen bending andO–Li–O vibration) and comparatively lower for peaks

below 150 cm�1 (O–La–O vibration) and above 550 cm�1 (O–Zr–O stretching). This

difference in spectra noise suggests that Li polyhedra and the corresponding Li–O

bonds are more actively rearranging in the local structure at elevated temperature.

At 850�C, however, a completely different spectrum with low noise level emerged.

Three major peaks at 275, 374, and 491 cm�1 are observed, which can be correlated

to the Eg mode, F2g mode, and A1g/F2g modes of the (Li-loss) La2Zr2O7 phase,

respectively. The low spectral noise level observed in the spectrum also explains

the complete loss of highly active Li (and the corresponding Li–O bonds).

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) is a well-established method used to study

crystallization in glass ceramics, and we apply it here to further probe the occurrence

of the amorphous-to-crystalline transformation of Li garnet observed in the in situ

Raman spectra. The phase evolution was confirmed by DSC, with two endothermic

peaks observed between 500�C and 720�C (Figure 2D), corresponding to the local

structure rearrangement and the phase transition from amorphous to crystalline Li

garnet. Detailed analysis of the reactions stemming from the initial SDS synthesis

route can be found in Figure S2 and Hood et al.58

We used in situHR-TEM to further explore the phase composition and nanostructure

of the film during the amorphous-to-crystalline phase-transition process between

500�C and 750�C (Figure 2E), which is the phase-transition temperature range sug-

gested by the in situ Raman spectroscopy and DSC analyses. The three representa-

tive microstructure images collected at 500�C, 600�C, and 650�C correspond to the

different amorphous phases, and the one at 750�C corresponds to the cubic phase.

At 500�C, an atomic-scale disordered structure with a few darker spots was observed

in the HR-TEM image. A Fourier transform of the disordered region suggests a ho-

mogeneous amorphous film with no separate regions of a Li-rich phase (Figure S3A),

indicating the successful lithiation of the amorphous film after the decomposition of

Li-nitrate salt during the post-annealing process between 400�C and 500�C (Fig-

ure 2D), which is also supported by the DSC (see Figure S2 for details). A Fourier

transform of the darker spots in the amorphous film indicates the presence of non-

lithiated La2Zr2O7 pyrochlore oxide nanocrystals with an average nuclei/grain size

of 3–5 nm in (400) and (111) planes (Figure S3B). Increasing the post-annealing tem-

perature to 600�C induces only a very minimal growth of the La2Zr2O7 pyrochlore

nanocrystals to an average grain size of 4–8 nm sitting in the predominantly amor-

phous and highly lithiated film (Figure S3B). The presence of La2Zr2O7 pyrochlore

nanocrystals agrees well with the minor La2Zr2O7 pyrochlore peaks observed from

in situ X-ray diffraction (XRD) between 500�C and 600�C in our earlier work.58 It is

only at a higher temperature of 650�C that changes in the phase nature and chem-

istry are observed in both the predominantly atomic-disordered amorphous struc-

ture and the isolated nanocrystalline grains. The crystalline grains grow to an

average of 8–12 nm, but the Fourier transform indicates the presence of tetrag-

onal-phase Li garnet in (101) and (101) planes (Figure S3C), indicating an ongoing
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phase transformation and lithiation of the originally isolated pyrochlore to tetrag-

onal Li-garnet nanocrystals in the still predominantly amorphous film. This observa-

tion also corroborates with the in situ XRD results reported in our earlier work, where

minor XRD peaks corresponding to tetragonal Li garnet first appear at a temperature

of 650�C.58 Consequently, the amorphous phase must become Li-depleted as Li dif-

fuses to the isolated pyrochlore grains in its matrix and thereby sets off the transfor-

mation to tetragonal Li-garnet phase in the nanocrystals. This is per se an interesting

finding, as it suggests that the various amorphous phase states represent changes in

their Li concentration, which can be tailored by the synthesis/post-annealing tem-

perature and the isolated nuclei and nanocrystals. The differences in Li concentra-

tion and isolated nuclei types also affect Li-ion transport, which will be discussed

in a later section. Finally, at 750�C, the film surpasses the amorphous states as it ex-

hibits a high level of crystallinity with regions of uniform lattice fringes, as confirmed

by the Fourier transform as cubic-phase Li garnet in (112), (112), and (220) planes

(Figure S3D). The appearance of different plane orientations of the lattice fringes

suggests the polycrystalline nature of the film with high crystallinity, which agrees

well with the cubic phase observed at 750�C by in situ and ex situ Raman spectros-

copy (Figures 2C andS1).

In conclusion, we confirmed with several independent spectroscopy, calorimetry,

and microscopy methods that various and predominantly amorphous Li-garnet

phases can be successfully synthesized and stabilized through the SDS method

within a wide temperature window below 680�C. This result is technologically rele-

vant, as the wide stability temperature window provides a vast amount of opportu-

nities to alter the local structure and LBU arrangement for this medium-entropy

amorphous material with four different LBUs. Comparatively, amorphous LiPON

films can only be stabilized from room temperature to 280�C3 and consist of only

two LBUs. We found that the amorphous phases post-annealed between 500�C
and 650�C must differ in their LBU arrangement and Li concentration according to

the variation in Raman vibrational mode and intensity and the HR-TEM observation

of different types and sizes of nanocrystals in the amorphous matrix. We also gained

the first insight into the nucleation and growth steps in this medium-entropy amor-

phousmaterial, whereby a temperature of 650�C is required to induce Li depletion in

the amorphous phase and trigger Li diffusion to the pyrochlore nanocrystals, which

then leads to the phase formation of tetragonal Li garnet and finally the crystalliza-

tion of the whole film from tetragonal to cubic Li garnet. It is also important to

mention that this knowledge about local phase evolution stems from a ‘‘liquid-to-

solid’’ processing method that starts from a liquid precursor solution to a solid oxide

film, which differs in nature from the classic solid-state synthesis route that begins

with calcination of solid powders and requires a rather high temperature for sinter-

ing. To better understand the local structure of each LBU type and their arrange-

ments, we next applied XAS and NMR spectroscopy to study the variation in Zr,

La, and Li local environments among a wide range of non-Zachariasen amorphous

Li-garnet phases.

Identifying the ‘‘network former and modifier’’ for a 4-LBU Li-ion conductor:

The role of Zr and La

XAS is capable of detecting the local structure changes with high sensitivity and was

selected to probe the local structure of the Zr LBU for the various amorphous vs. cu-

bic crystalline Li-garnet films. Generally speaking, the X-ray absorption near-edge

structure (XANES) region is sensitive to a wealth of electronic structure information,

which can be used to determine the oxidation state and coordination number/ge-

ometry of the absorption atom. In addition to measuring the coordination numbers,
Matter 7, 1–23, February 7, 2024 9
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Figure 3. The role of Zr and La in local structure of amorphous Li garnets

(A) Zr K-edge XANES spectra of Li-garnet film processed at 500�C, 600�C, 650�C, and 750�C (shifted

vertically for clarity). The spectra contain a pre-edge region for energy <18,010 eV and a rising-

edge region for energy >18,010 eV. Inset: enlarged pre-edge region with increasing absorption in

shoulder A, originating from 1s-to-4d transition.

(B) Best-fitted Zr coordination number of Li-garnet films in different amorphous and crystalline

phases from EXAFS spectra. A gradually decreasing Zr coordination is fitted with increasing post-

annealing temperature. The large fitting errors suggest a considerable variation in Zr local structure

for all the phases.

(C) Zr K-edge EXAFS oscillation for the Li-garnet film processed at 500�C, 600�C, 650�C, and 750�C
(shifted vertically for clarity).

(D) Fourier transform magnitudes of the k2-weighted Zr K-edge EXAFS for the Li-garnet film

processed at 500�C, 600�C, 650�C, and 750�C (shifted vertically for clarity). The peak regions

corresponding to the Zr first-shell (Zr–O) and second-shell (Zr–La or Zr–Zr) bonding are highlighted.

Error bars represent measurement uncertainites.

(E) Comparison of second-shell Zr–La distance and coordination number between amorphous

(600�C annealed) and crystalline cubic phases.

(F and G) Schematic representation and corresponding LBU legends of the suggested ZrOx and

LaOx connection in (F) amorphous (600�C annealed) and (G) crystalline cubic Li garnets.
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the extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) region of the spectrum can

also provide information about bond distances between the absorption atoms

and their nearest neighbors.

First, we evaluated the Zr K-edge XANES spectra in Figure 3A in two regions, namely,

the pre-edge region (18,000–18,010 eV) and the rising-edge region (18,010–18,040

eV). The pre-edge region can be used to estimate the spin state and local symmetry,

and the rising-edge region contains information about the charge state and coordina-

tion environment of the absorption atom. We observed a hump in the pre-edge region

at �18,007 eV and two major peaks in the rising-edge region centered at �18,018 and
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�18,031 eV in all the amorphous phases and the cubic one (Figure 3A). In the pre-edge

region, the hump at�18,007 eV, corresponding to the 1s-4d transition energy range, is

usually denoted as shoulder A in Zr-containing glasses.61 This transition is dipole

forbidden in the atom by the DL = 1 selection rule.62 Typically, the enhanced intensity

in shoulder A indicates distortion of the Zr site by comparison with Zr-containing alkali

silicate glasses, where Zr sits in symmetric octahedral sites.63–65 Such an intensity in-

crease is evidence of the p-dmixing via hybridization between O 2p and Zr 4d orbitals,

a tell-tale sign of the deviation from the centrosymmetry.66 In the 750�C annealed crys-

talline film (inset of Figure 3A), we see an increased intensity of shoulder A as compared

with the lower-temperature amorphous films, which indicates an increasing Zr site distor-

tion from the centrosymmetric octahedral sites (Figure 3A). In the rising-edge region, the

two peaks centered at �18,018 and �18,031 eV are typically observed in Zr K-edge

XANES spectra of Zr(IV)-containing glass-ceramic oxides, e.g., ZrO2-SiO2 glasses63

and nanocrystalline ZrO2,
67 indicating that Zr in all the samples is close to being octahe-

drally coordinated. Typically, higher coordination numbers cause absorption-edgemax-

ima to be shifted to a lower energy and suggest a Zr coordination number larger than

6.63,68 We fit the Zr K-edge EXAFS spectra and obtained a Zr coordination number of

6.9 G 1.1, 6.2 G 1.0, and 6.3 G 1.0 for the amorphous Li-garnet films post-annealed

at 500�C, 600�C, and 650�C, respectively, and 5.5G 1.2 for the 750�C annealed cubic

one.Weconclude that the Zr LBU exhibits a general decreasing trend on its coordination

number with increasing post-annealing temperature (Figure 3B and Table S1).

Compared to the coordination numbers for the three lower-temperature amorphous

films, the aforementioned cubic phase has a smaller coordination number of <6. Both

the distortion from centrosymmetric octahedral sites observed from the pre-edge

XANES region and the under-coordination varied from the ideal octahedral LBU fitted

from the EXAFS region suggest that the films possess a high local structure disorder

with non-centrosymmetry, as opposed to the classic solid-state-processed ceramic

pellets or tapes after sintering (see Chen et al.69 for comparison).

Next, we turned to the EXAFS analysis of the next nearest neighbors to Zr. The

EXAFS spectrum is shown as a function of the photoelectron wave number, k (Fig-

ure 3C). Fourier transform was performed for each k2-weighted Zr K-edge EXAFS

spectrum, and the magnitude of the Fourier transform was plotted as a function of

the radial distance, R (Figure 3D). In a Fourier-transformed spectrum, the radial dis-

tances of the prominent peaks generally correspond to the bond distances between

the near neighbors and the absorbing atoms, albeit the peak positions are shifted to

the lower distances compared to the real space distances due to the photoelectron

phase shift in EXAFS equation. Specifically, we observed two major peak regions in

Figure 3D, with the first one sitting between 1.0 and 1.8 Å and the second one sitting

between 2.2 and 3.4 Å, corresponding to the first- and second-shell neighbors to Zr,

respectively. Next, to best determine the first-shell Zr–O distance in the complex

amorphous system with five different elements, we performed fitting of the first-shell

region of each Fourier-transformed spectrum in Figures S6–S9. The fittings indicated

a decreasing trend of Zr–O radial distances of 2.12 G 0.01 Å, 2.11G 0.01 Å, 2.10G

0.01 Å, and 2.10 G 0.01 Å for amorphous films post-annealed at 500�C, 600�C, and
650�C, and the cubic one post-annealed at 750�C, respectively (Table S1).

The fitting analysis of the second shell of the Zr spectrum suggested that Zr–La

contribution is sufficient for fitting the second shell, and the best-fit results are

summarized in Figure 3E. Notably, the Zr–La distance in the exemplified 600�C
amorphous film (3.47 Å) is significantly shorter than that corresponding to the

edge-sharing units in the previously reported cubic-phase LLZO (3.626 Å).70 We

conclude from the fitting data of the second-shell Zr–La interaction that in
Matter 7, 1–23, February 7, 2024 11
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amorphous LLZO, LaOx and ZrOx are not edge sharing but possibly face shared (or

that the LaOx units are under-coordinated and deformed) (Figures 3F and 3G). This

differs clearly from the edge-sharing ZrOx and LaOx in cubic Li garnet.

Collectively, we obtained several pieces of information about the Zr and La local

structure from the XASmeasurements. For the first-shell neighbor of Zr, we observed

a decreasing trend for both the Zr–O distance and Zr–O coordination as crystalliza-

tion progressed from 500�C to 750�C. For the second shell, we identified a higher

second-shell Zr–La coordination and shorter second-neighbor La–Zr distances

than that of the crystalline cubic Li garnet, indicating a possibly face-shared (or un-

der-coordinated and deformed) LBU connection among LaOx and ZrOx (Figures 3F

and 3G). Here, we identify Zr as a network former, as the Zr LBU shares edges and

faces with neighboring LBUs in different amorphous and crystalline phases, promot-

ing the formation of a CRN. On the contrary, we identify La as a networkmodifier that

alters the CRN and retards the crystallization, as La has a large atomic radius and is

8-fold coordinated, which prevents thermodynamically stable connection with 6- or

4-fold coordinated LBUs. Doping at the La site with low-coordination dopants can be

a potential strategy to alter and stabilize the CRN in amorphous Li garnets. To better

understand the role of Li in local structure evolution, we next applied 7Li NMR to

probe the Li coordination and short-range ordering in amorphous and crystalline

Li garnets.

Understanding local Li disorder and Li dynamics
7Li NMR measurements are highly sensitive to the Li coordination and short-range

ordering. Here, 7Li NMR was used to characterize both the various amorphous states

(i.e., post-annealing at 500�C, 600�C, and 650�C) and cubic one (post-annealed at

750�C) of Li garnets. Magic-angle spinning (MAS) 7Li NMR spectra were collected

to study the chemical shift (d) behavior in terms of the mean value and distribution

width, the latter being a possible indicator of the degree of local structure disorder

(Figure 4A). Narrower peaks in MAS spectra suggest a higher degree of local struc-

tural ordering; in contrast, a broader peak could be the result of slight differences in

local Li environments leading to a wider distribution of chemical shifts and thus indi-

cating higher disorder around Li. The position of 7Li resonances is indicative of the Li

coordination number and previous studies on, e.g., Li-containing phosphate glasses

also indicate a possible correlation between lower chemical shift and higher Li–O co-

ordination numbers.71

From 7Li MAS NMRmeasurement, we observed a significantly narrower peak for the

cubic Li garnet than for the various amorphous Li-garnet phases (Figure 4A). Specif-

ically, a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 1.012 G 0.009 kHz was obtained from

the cubic film, compared to FWHM of 1.168 G 0.014 kHz, 1.207 G 0.009 kHz, and

1.187 G 0.011 kHz obtained from the amorphous Li-garnet phases annealed at

500�C, 600�C, and 650�C, respectively (Figures 4A and 4B; Table S2). Within the

amorphous phases, the FWHM showed an initial increase and peaked for the

600�C post-annealed Li garnet, followed by a sharp decrease for the cubic sample

(750�C post-annealed), exhibiting a narrower peak with a more Lorentzian than

Gaussian line shape (Figure 4B). Because contributions from dipolar coupling are

averaged out underMAS, and a significant contribution from broadening due to sec-

ond-order quadrupolar coupling can be dismissed, we attribute the linewidth in

these 7Li MAS spectra to a distribution of chemical-shift values. This interpretation

is corroborated by the Gaussian contribution to line shape of 7Li lines for samples

annealed below 650�C. The width of this distribution, and hence the FWHM of the
7Li MAS NMR signal, should reflect the disorder in Li local environments. We
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Figure 4. Li coordination and short-range ordering

(A) 7Li MAS NMR spectra for Li-garnet film annealed at 500�C, 600�C, 650�C, and 750�C.
(B) FWHM of 7Li chemical shifts from MAS NMR spectra. With increasing annealing temperature, a

Lorentzian line shape is observed with the largest FWHM for the 600�C annealed film and smallest

FWHM for the 750�C annealed film (crystalline cubic). The small fitting errors indicate that the

changes are significant. Error bars represent the uncertainities of FWHM based on noise

contribution and were estimated by determining their variation across 100 samples of random

points from the spectra.

(C) Changes of 7Li chemical shift of MAS NMR spectra. With increasing annealing temperature, a

monotonic increase in chemical shift is observed. The small fitting errors indicate that the changes

in the chemical shifts are significant. Error bars represent the uncertainties of chemical shift based

on noise contribution and were estimated by determining their variation across 100 samples of

random points from the spectra.

(D) FWHM of 7Li VT NMR for 650�C annealed amorphous Li garnet and 750�C annealed crystalline

cubic Li garnet.

(E and F) Schematic representation and corresponding LBU legends of the suggested Li local

structure in (E) amorphous and (F) crystalline cubic Li garnets.
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conclude that all amorphous Li-garnet phases exhibit larger disorder than the crys-

talline cubic Li garnet, with the maximum degree of structural disorder observed for

the 600�C annealed film.

In addition, we noted an increase of the chemical shift (d) from the 500�C post-an-

nealed amorphous Li-garnet sample to the cubic Li-garnet sample (Figure 4A). Spe-

cifically, d of�0.439G 0.015 ppm,�0.421G 0.013 ppm,�0.275G 0.013 ppm, and

0.824G 0.014 ppm were measured for the amorphous Li garnet annealed at 500�C,
600�C, and 650�C and the cubic one annealed at 750�C, respectively (Figures 4A

and 4C; Table S3). Previous studies of Li-containing phosphate and silicate

glasses71,72 have indicated that lower d generally suggests a larger Li coordination.

For Li garnets, the increase in d could indicate a decreasing Li coordination from

amorphous to crystalline phases. In this study, Li coordination can be regarded as
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Li–O bonding coordination because of the oxide nature of the material, which pre-

cludes direct cation interactions. Among the amorphous samples, negative d ranged

from�0.44 ppm (for 500�C Li garnet) to�0.27 ppm (for 650�C Li garnet), suggesting

larger Li–O coordination. Conversely, the cubic sample exhibited a positive d of 0.82

ppm, which implies a significantly different and overall smaller Li–O coordination

environment than the amorphous ones. This suggests that possibly more Li LBUs

in amorphous phases are 6-fold coordinated (exist as LiO6) as compared to the

1:2 ratio of the 4- and 6-fold coordinated Li LBUs (existing as LiO4 and LiO6, respec-

tively) in cubic Li garnet. Similar to the Zr coordination and LBU connection changes

suggested by the XAS analysis, we rationalize that the comparatively larger Li–O co-

ordination in amorphous phases based on the interpretation of the NMR spectra

may suggest either deformed LiOx polyhedra or edge- and face-oxygen sharing of

LiOx polyhedra with other LBUs (Figures 4E and 4F).

To further explore the Li-transport dynamics and deconvolute peak-narrowing causes

(chemical-shift distributions and motional narrowing), we also performed 7Li variable

temperature (VT) NMR for the cubic and 650�C annealed amorphous Li-garnet phases

(Figure 4D)withoutMAS. For the cubic Li-garnet example, a typicalmotional line narrow-

ing is observed from 224 K to 420 K (Figures 4D andS10), similar to the dynamics

observed in the previously reported cubic Al-doped Li garnet.73 Also, this coincides

with a steep decrease in linewidth between 250 K and 300 K (Figure S10). In contrast,

the exemplary amorphous Li-garnet presents a less steep transition from the rigid tomo-

bile lattice regime, which starts at 300 K and is not yet fully narrowed at 420 K (Figures 4D

and S11). The different line-narrowing behavior observed in static VT NMR can be inter-

preted as a broader distribution of local Li environments with varying Li mobilities for the

amorphous sample and corroborates the observation of linewidth from MAS spectra.

Although VT NMR spectra were not recorded for all amorphous samples, it is likely

that they are alsowithin the rigid lattice regimeat room temperature. Similar peakwidths

were observed in the 7Li static NMR spectra for the amorphous films (Figure S12), with

the FWHM varying in the range of approximately 7.3–7.5 kHz (Table S4 and Figure S13).

This contrasts sharply with the linewidth of 3.074 kHz for the 750�C annealed cubic Li

garnet recorded under the same conditions, for which the onset of motional narrowing

lies below room temperature (Figure 4D).

In essence, we conclude that amorphous Li garnets possess the following character-

istics from the 7Li NMR analysis. First, all the studied amorphous Li-garnet phases

present greater structure disorder than the cubic phase, based on the FWHM of
7Li MAS NMR spectra. Second, among the various amorphous phases studied

here, we observe variation in Li local structure disorder with the highest degree of

Li local disorder for the 600�C post-annealed film, suggesting a generally looser

LBU arrangement with higher structural entropy. Third, various amorphous Li-garnet

phases potentially possess increased Li–O coordination, as inferred from the 7Li

chemical-shift values, suggesting either deformed LiOx polyhedra or edge- and

face-sharing LiOx polyhedra with other LBUs as a part of the CRN. Importantly,

this finding differs substantially from the classic Zachariasen glass formation rules

where Li, with small atom radius, are generally considered as a network modifier

or an interstitial ion in the CRN but not as a network former. Nevertheless, this result

aligns with the LBU connections as suggested by the independent EXAFS analysis,

where ZrOx and LaOx are either face shared or under-coordinated and deformed.

Fourth, amorphous and crystalline Li garnets exhibit clearly different Li-transport dy-

namics. The earlier motional narrowing onset temperature for the cubic sample in VT

NMR suggests a generally faster local Li-ion motion. This trend is in line with the later

and less steep onset for motional narrowing of 7Li NMR lines upon heating for the
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Figure 5. Li-transport behavior in amorphous vs. crystalline Li-garnet films

(A) Arrhenius representation of Li-ion conductivity measured for Li-garnet films annealed at 500�C,
600�C, 650�C, and 750�C. Inset left: schematic representation of in-plane EIS measurement on a Li-

garnet film. Inset right: resistor-constant phase element equivalent circuit model used for fitting.

(B) Calculated activation energy and extrapolated room-temperature conductivity (30�C) as a
function of the annealing temperature for the Li-garnet films.
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amorphous sample, which implies a broader distribution of Li-ion dynamics as a

consequence of the higher structural disorder of Li, Zr, and La LBUs.

Li-ion transport in ‘‘medium-entropy’’ Li garnets and battery integration

perspectives

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was selected to study Li-transport

behavior in the amorphous and crystalline Li-garnet films. All the EIS spectra were

collected with an in-plane geometry (inset of Figure 5A), and a resistor-constant

phase element equivalent circuit model (inset of Figure 5A) was used for fitting

(see Figures S14 and S15 for more details). We display in Figure 5A an Arrhenius rep-

resentation for the Li-ion conductivities measured among the various amorphous

and cubic Li-garnet films. The films exhibited room-temperature Li-ion conductiv-

ities of 1.443 10�9, 1.853 10�9, and 5.593 10�8 S cm�1 for the various amorphous

phases post-annealed at 500�C, 600�C, and 650�C, respectively, and 2.51 3 10�6 S

cm�1 for the cubic one. The minimum of activation energy is found from the amor-

phous phase post-annealed at 650�C and the cubic phase at 0.360 and 0.343 eV,

respectively (Figures 5A and 5B; Table S5). The other lower-temperature annealed

amorphous phases reveal rather high activation energies up to 0.78 eV. The variation

in activation energy agrees with the line-narrowing behavior observed in VT NMR,

where we observed a broader distribution of local Li environments with varying Li

mobilities in amorphous films. For the cubic Li-garnet film, the improved ion trans-

port corresponds to the formation of a long-range-order structure, which lowers

the activation-energy barrier for Li-ion hopping (see Figure S16 for more detailed

analysis). It is also worth noting that the ionic conductivity of the cubic Li-garnet

film obtained in this study agrees well with the previously reported conductivity

values from the SDS-processed Li-garnet films58 and films deposited using other

wet-chemical methods,74–76 which are generally lower in Li-ion conductivity

compared with bulk Li-garnet pellets or tapes.3,77 The reduced conductivity can

be related to the Li loss at elevated temperature during the deposition or the

post-processing steps or the high grain-boundary-to-grain-bulk volume ratio

(generally, grain boundaries have lower Li-ion conductivities), which is commonly

observed for almost all solid-state Li-oxide conductors.3,77 Importantly, we believe

this structure-property understanding of the 4-LBU amorphous Li garnets can not

only benefit the fundamental materials science for medium-entropy amorphous ox-

ides but also brings new opportunities for next-generation battery electrolyte
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Figure 6. Roadmap for the recent advancement of amorphous Li solid-battery electrolytes

The summary includes progress of the local structure exploration and battery integration for

amorphous LiPON, amorphous perovskite LLTO, and amorphous garnet LLZO.
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advancement (Figure 6). Compared with LiPON, which has only two LBUs of P(O,N)4
and Li+, and the amorphous perovskite LLTO, which has three LBUs of TiO6, LaO12,

and LiO12, amorphous Li garnet sits in a unique position with medium structural en-

tropy of four different LBUs. This structure offers vast opportunities to tune the

chemistry and CRN of the material, e.g., by doping on the network modifier site,

to further improve the transport properties. In terms of battery applications of amor-

phous oxide-based electrolytes, LiPON thus far represents the highest level of bat-

tery performance with the best-performing microbattery cycled over 10,000 times

with less than 10% capacity loss.23 Comparatively, amorphous LLTO shows less

progress in terms of battery integration. It was only in 2016 that a microbattery

half-cell with an amorphous LLTO solid-state electrolyte and a high-voltage (4.8 V)

LNMO spinel cathode was demonstrated.36 Even later, in 2021, the first amorphous

Li-garnet-based microbattery was demonstrated with amorphous Li garnet acting as

a solid-electrolyte separator layer, successfully cycled at 10 C for over 500 cycles; the

same study also reported the use of a 10-nm amorphous Li garnet as a coating layer

on cubic Li-garnet pellet, preventing Li-dendrite formation up to 3.2 mA cm�2.27

This outstanding battery performance already achieved in this early stage of the field

justifies the potential of such medium-entropy amorphous Li-garnet conductors with

new opportunities waiting to be discovered. With both experimental and simulation

efforts, we see a vast space ahead for further optimizing the structure, conduction,

and battery integration of medium-entropy amorphous Li garnets.
Conclusions

Next-generation hybrid and solid-state batteries rely on electrolyte materials to

guarantee good chemical and electrochemical stability at interfaces to avoid the

formation of high-resistance interfacial layers and the growth of Li dendrites. This

article illustrates a class of medium-entropy amorphous Li-ion conductors, namely

amorphous Li garnets with the highest number of LBUs (R4) identified so far, that

can be stabilized over a wide thermal processing window at low temperatures. We

propose a sorting metric to the battery field by contextualizing this material class
16 Matter 7, 1–23, February 7, 2024
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toward other ‘‘low-entropy’’ amorphous Li electrolytes based on the numbers and

types of network formers and network modifiers and their LBU hierarchy. A multi-

faceted investigation has been carried out to resolve the structure of these me-

dium-entropy amorphous Li-garnet phases, to identify major roles of the LBUs,

and to understand their implications for Li dynamics. Specifically, we observed

edge- and face-shared LiOx, LaOx, and ZrOx LBUs in amorphous Li-garnet phases

presenting much higher structural entropy than the solely corner-shared LiPON

conductor with only two types of LBU. In addition, the higher-entropy edge- and

face-sharing CRNs in amorphous Li garnets offer wider opportunities to tune the

ion transport as compared to the quasi-stable amorphous perovskites with three

LBUs. Within these amorphous Li-garnet phases, Li and Zr have been identified

as network formers and La as network modifier, with the highest Li-ion conductivity

observed for films with smaller Li–O and Zr–O coordination. These findings set the

cornerstone for developing novel structure modulation strategies, e.g., doping the

network modifier La site or tuning Li concentration, to further influence the Li-ion

dynamics.

With a low but wide temperature window to stabilize the various amorphous

states and the ability to access multiple CRNs via structure modulation, we see op-

portunities for medium-entropy Li-ion conductors to play different roles in both

hybrid (i.e., liquid-electrolyte) and solid-state (i.e., oxide- or sulfide-based electro-

lyte) batteries. In hybrid and sulfide-based solid-state batteries, the amorphous Li

garnets can be applied as a thin protective layer on a Li-metal anode to bridge the

stability voltage gap and reduce the risk of uneven Li deposition and local strain

formation in polycrystalline cubic Li garnets while minimizing the subsequent

growth of Li dendrites. In addition, in oxide-based solid-state batteries the amor-

phous Li garnets can be used as the active electrolyte layer with the advantage

of reduced thermal processing budget (<680�C), therefore eliminating the

need for a high-temperature co-sintering step with cathodes. This is significant,

as it improves the accessibility to a wider selection of Co-reduced or even Co-

free cathodes (e.g., LiNiMnCoO2, LiNiCoAlO2, and LiFePO4), which often show

limited chemical compatibility with oxide-based electrolytes at a temperature

above 700�C.

Finally, this work demonstrates a successful protocol for describing the CRN of

these medium-entropy amorphous Li-ion conductors with four unique LBUs, inves-

tigating some of the many phases present and describing the local bond, coordi-

nation, Li environments, and LBU connections. While this work is primarily focusing

on the role of major LBUs in amorphous Li garnets, we anticipate further attention

on the role of various network modifiers (i.e., new dopant series) and Li concentra-

tion and their implications on transport properties. Considering the two decades it

has taken LiPON to successfully resolve the CRN and tune the Li dynamics to the

optimum, research on medium-entropy amorphous Li garnets is still at an early

stage. We anticipate additional experimental and computational efforts on amor-

phous Li garnets in the next 5�10 years to achieve their best performance. In

particular, the high number of LBUs (R4) within amorphous Li garnets offers a

much wider opportunity to tune the structure and transport properties than the

2-LBU amorphous LiPON. Given the good cell performance recently reported

with amorphous Li garnets employed both as electrolyte separators and protective

layers without much structure optimization, we see promise and significance of our

contribution here serving as a blueprint for structure and phase modulation to

enable hybrid or solid-state battery designs with further enhanced safety, energy

density, and lifetime.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Resource availability

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will be ful-

filled by the lead contact, Jennifer L.M. Rupp (jrupp@mit.edu or jrupp@tum.de).

Materials availability

The new phases of amorphous Li garnets generated in this study are available from

the lead contact.

Data and code availability

The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding

author upon reasonable request. Full details of experimental procedures can be

found in supplemental information.

Preparation of amorphous-to-crystalline solid-state Li-garnet films by SDS

The SDS precursor solution was prepared in the Li6.25Al0.25La3Zr2O12 stoichiometric

ratio with 75 mol % extra Li by dissolving LiNO3, Al(NO3)3$9H2O, La(NO3)3$6H2O,

and zirconium(IV) acetylacetonate into methanol:1-methoxy-2-propanol:bis(2-ethyl-

hexyl) phthalate (1:1:1 vol. %) solvent. Our previous study1 suggested that including

a 75 mol % excess of Li in the SDS precursor solution can lead to the successful syn-

thesis of cubic Li-garnet phase with the highest Li-ion conductivity and relatively high

film density. Thus, 75 mol % of excess Li was used for the SDS solution preparation in

this work as a model case. There is room to further optimize the Li concentration to

achieve improved transport properties for amorphous Li garnets. The concentration

of the solution was 0.015 M. All the SDS solutions were stirred overnight for at

least 12 h before use for SDS. LiNO3 (R99%), zirconium(IV) acetylacetonate

(97%), and 1-methoxy-2-propanol (R99.5%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich;

Al(NO3)3$9H2O, La(NO3)3$6H2O (99.99%), and bis(2-ethylhexyl) phthalate were

purchased from Alfa Aesar; and methanol was purchased from VWR. Because Li

garnet does not react with MgO, single-side-polished MgO (001) substrates

(10 3 10 3 0.5 mm) were purchased from MTI and used as the substrate for the

SDS process.

To deposit the Li-garnet electrolyte film, the MgO substrates were placed on a heat-

ed stainless-steel hot plate at 300�C with the polished side facing up. A K-type ther-

mocouple was placed on the side of the MgO substrate to monitor the temperature

of the substrate surface. During deposition, the SDS solution was transferred from a

polypropylene syringe and pumped at a rate of 10 mL h�1 into a spray atomizer

(DeVILBLISS, AG361). Compressed gas with a pressure of 0.3 bar at the atomizer

was used as the carrier gas for the deposition. The distance between the spray atom-

izer and MgO substrate was maintained at 25 cm throughout the deposition. For all

the films studied in this work, a thickness of 2 mm was achieved with 1-h deposition.

After deposition, the films were post-annealed in an alumina crucible in a tempera-

ture-calibrated tube furnace between 500�C and 750�C under a flow of pure O2

(Airgas) with a ramp rate of 5�C min�1. The post-annealed films were stored inside

an Ar-filled glovebox before measurements to prevent potential exposure to

ambient air and moisture and to minimize chemical degradation.

Phase, thin-film chemistry, and microstructure characterization

The local phase structure of the Li-garnet films was characterized using Raman spec-

troscopy (WITec alpha 300 M+). A laser wavelength of 532 nm was applied with a

power of 10 mW, a grating of 300 g mm�1, and a spectral resolution of 0.1 cm�1
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to obtain all the Raman data presented in the paper. A 503 long-distance objective

(Zeiss, Germany) with a numerical aperture of 0.7 was used for the laser focusing, giv-

ing an approximate laser spot size of 1 mm. A Linkam TS1500 stage was used as the

temperature- and atmosphere (synthetic air)-controlled stage for in situ heating

measurements from room temperature to 850�C (calibrated actual temperature)

with a heating rate of 5�C min�1.

Surface and cross-sectional SEM images of the deposited Li-garnet films were

collected with a Zeiss Supra55VP field-emission scanning electron microscope using

an accelerating voltage of 3.0–10.0 kV. An in-lens SE detector and Everhart-Thornley

SE detector were used for SEM image collection for all the samples in this study. For

the cross-sectional samples, a diamond blade was used to cut the sample before im-

aging. Conductive carbon tape was used to tape the sides of the samples to ensure

sufficient electronic conductivity during imaging.

Thermal properties characterization and crystallization kinetics analysis

The sample for the DSC experiments was collected in powder form by scratching

off the as-deposited films from MgO substrates. MgO crucibles (Ozark Technical

Ceramics) were selected for the DSC experiments to avoid high-temperature

reaction and diffusion between the Li garnet and crucibles. Since the as-deposited

amorphous Li garnets were processed via a wet-chemical SDS method without the

presence of Mg precursors during deposition, the tendency of Mg diffusion from

MgO crucibles/substrates to Li-garnet films is low. Furthermore, we have confirmed

in our previous work1 through the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy depth profile of

an SDS-processed Li-garnet film that there was no measurable Mg in the post-an-

nealed film. The experiments were performed using a Mettler Toledo Thermal

Analysis System TGA/DSC 3+ under a constant flow of synthetic air from room tem-

perature to 1,000�C with a ramp rate of 10�C min�1. A constant flow of Ar (Airgas)

was used as protective gas during the experiments.

In situ transmission electron microscopy

HR-TEMwas performed on an aberration-corrected FEI Titan S 8-300 transmission/scan-

ning transmission electron microscope equipped with a Gatan Image Filter Quantum-

865operatedat 300 kV. The specimenswerepreparedbydepositingfilms via SDS (thick-

nessesof 50–80 nm) ontoanMEMS-basedheating chip (Protochips). A ProtochipsAduro

heating holderwas used for all the in situheatingexperiments. The specimenswereheat-

ed at a rate of 20�C/min with isothermal dwells of 0.5–60 min to evaluate the atomistic

evolutionsduring thepost-processingof thefilms. Theelectronbeamwascarefully tuned

to minimize any electron-beam-induced damage to the films. All TEM images and data

were post-processed using DigitalMicrograph (Gatan Microscopy Suite) software.

Local ordering structure characterization

EXAFS/XANES fluorescence Zr K-edge XAS was performed for the post-annealed Li-

garnet films at beamline 20-BM of the Advanced Photon Sources. The samples were

deposited on MgO substrates and sealed in a vacuum bag before conducting the

experiments to minimize surface contamination due to air exposure. The fluores-

cencemode was selected as it can penetrate through the entire layer of the Li-garnet

film, which minimizes the effect of possible surface contamination caused by air

exposure (i.e., Li2CO3 formation). The measurement on each sample was repeated

five times, and the averaged spectrum was used for data analysis.

Athena software, a part of the Demeter software suite,2 was used for data analysis

and linear combination fitting. The collected XAS spectra were normalized in
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intensity for better comparison. Themodel for data analysis had the amplitude factor

fixed to 0.79, obtained from the Zr foil analysis. The Zr-O coordination number and

the distance and disorder parameters were varied in the fit, along with the energy

origin correction. In the first-shell region, the data were analyzed concurrently with

the same energy correction.

Room-temperature 7Li MAS NMR spectra were obtained on a Bruker 700-MHz (16.4-T)

magnet with an Avance III console using a Bruker 1.3-mm HXY MAS probe. An MAS

rate of 10 kHz was applied to avoid sample heating due to friction. A single-pulse

sequence with a total of four scans was used, with a recycle delay of 100 s, using the

appropriate Ernst angle as a compromise for long spin-lattice relaxation times (on the or-

der of 100 s). The spectra were externally referenced against Li2CO3 powder (0 ppm).3

Static VT 7Li NMR spectra were acquired on a Bruker 500-MHz (11.8-T) magnet with

an Avance III console using a Bruker 4-mm HFXY MAS probe in static mode. The

spectra were externally referenced against LiCl saturated aqueous solution (0

ppm).3 High-temperature NMR spectra were measured between 300 K and 420 K af-

ter an equilibration time of at least 20min after each temperature was reached where

heated nitrogen gas was used as heating source. Low-temperature NMR spectra

were measured between 224 K and 292 K using nitrogen gas and a Bruker cooling

unit (BCU-II). Powdered Pb(NO3)2 was used for temperature calibration.4

A regular zg/one-pulse pulse programwas used toobtain the spectra using flip angles of

%p/2 (2ms). All the sampleswerepacked in 1.3-mm (MASNMR)or 4-mm (static VTNMR)

ZrO2 rotors under an Ar atmosphere inside a glovebox (M. Braun; p(O2)/p0 < 1 ppm,

p(H2O)/p0 < 1 ppm). Bruker Topspin 3.5 pL7,5 Mestrenova 11.0.0, and Origin 2019

were used for raw data handling and processing. The uncertainties for the FWHM and

chemical shiftwerebasedonnoise contributionandwereestimatedbydetermining their

variation across 100 samples of random points from the spectra.
Electrochemical characterization

The Li-ion conductivity of the SDS Li-garnet thin filmswasmeasuredwith in-plane geom-

etry by EIS (Zahner IM6). Platinum-blocking electrodes (3mm in length with a separation

distanceof 0.25mm)were deposited on the Li-garnet filmsusing aCressington108Auto

sputter coaterwith a stainless-steel shadowmask. Themeasurementwas conductedwith

gold-coated tungsten tips. A temperature- and atmosphere-controlled Linkam HFS-

600E stage was used for the measurements, with a thermocouple placed directly on

the membrane surface to rectify the temperature profile. An AC amplitude of 50 mV

was applied with frequencies between 1 MHz and 0.1 Hz. For each film, an impedance

spectrumwasobtainedevery50�Cfrom100�Cto500�C(set temperature)with2-min sta-

bilization time for two consecutive heating andcooling cycles toensuremeasurement ac-

curacy. All the impedance measurements were performed under a constant flow of dry

synthetic air. The collected data were analyzed using ZView 3.4F.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
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